[Evolutionary conservatism of the molecular structure of gamma-crystallins of vertebrates].
Homology of 18 amino acid sequences of lens gamma-crystallins of several vertebrates: frog, mouse, rat, calf and human being--has been considered. Pair sequence homology varies in the range from 57 to 100%, the mean value is equal to 74%. The spatial structures have been determined only for two calf gamma-crystallins. The protein molecule consists of four-fold repeated "motifs" (patterns) which are joint in two domains. After comparison of 18 gamma-crystallin sequences it was found that "motifs" domains and whole protein molecules have about 10, 30 and 58% conservative residues, respectively, that seem to be related to the evolution of these structural units. Structure analysis shows that almost all the conservative residues have an important structural meaning and play a basic role in the domain and molecular structure organization. This result allows us to make a conclusion about the homology of spatial structures of all considered gamma-crystallins of vertebrates.